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Corbett fire causes minor injury
by Mike Laberge
Staff Writer

"We were throwing towels on it and we
just about had it out, and then the
receiver blew," he said.
Chard said, "It shot sparks all over the
wall."
Richardson burned his fingers while
batting the flames, he said.
At that point, Chard and Jupinka
ran down the hall and pounded on doors
while Richardson, aided by Vern Verrier,
a resident assistant, grabbed a fire extinguisher and attempted to put out the
blaze.
Bob Byram, with the UMaine department of Environmental Safety, said
when he arrived at about 7:30. the fire
had started again.
"Nly partner went in, took a dry
chemical extinguisher and took care of
it," he said.

A Corbett Hall resident sustained
second-degree burns to his hand while
trying to extinguish a fire in his stereo
early Tuesday morning.
Alec Richardson of 216 Corbett Hall
was treated for burns to the last three
fingers of his right hand and released
from Cutler Health Center Tuesday
afternoon. .
Ray Thomas, assistant fire chief, said
the fire apparently started when a
tapedeck and receiver in Richardson's
room oberheated after being left on
overnight.
He said a towel placed on top of the
stereo prevented heat from escaping
through vents in-the top of it, and addFirefighters pat out an early morning room fire in Corbett yesterday.
ed that the heat caught the towel on fire.
But Byram said the fire could have
- Lee Jupinka,-a Corbett Hall resident,
Samuel Chard, another student who
The fire then spread to a wall tapestry was sleeping in the room, said, "It was been worse.
said he was sleeping in the room when
behind the stereo.
"Those three boys were lucky," he
like a funnel."
Both the tape deck and receiver, he woWup at Wout-715 a.m. and saw
Jupinka said he awakened Chard and said. "Chances are that if the fire had
‘.alued at more than $500, were destroyed flames coming out of the back of the
started at one in the morning it could
Richardson, who were also sleeping in
by the fire. The room sustained smoke stereo.
have been more serious if they were out
"Fire was coming out of the back of
the room, and the three tried to smother
damage to the wall and ceiling behind
good and sound."
the receiver and up the wall," he said.
the fire with towels and blankets,
the stereo.

Conduct office, Reslife to be evaluated
by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday the General Student
Senate passed a resolution to form an ad
hoc committee to evaluate how well the
conduct office and the Residential tife
staff are serving the student body.
Mark Hagelin, student senator from
Estabrooke Hall, said he sponsored the
resolution to form the committee to find
out if there is any connection between
students moving off campus and the performance of Residential Life and the
conduct office.
"The reason I wanted this committee
to be formed is threefold: due to my own
personal experience living in the dorms,

the experiences of others living in Gannett Hall, and due to what has come out
in Whetstone and the Nfaine Campus,"
Hagelin said,
He noted an incident earlier this year
in which a resident assistant in
Cumberland Hall attempted to break up
a party while carrying a baseball -bat.
Hagelin cited a report compiled by the
conduct office in the fall of last year
which states that of 588 cases handled
by the office, only one case was appealed to the conduct committee by the student involved,
"The reason why students don't appeal their cases is because the conduct
committee, if it so chooses, can give a
student a tougher sanction than original-

l was given (by the conduct officer),"
he said.
The resolution passed by GSS states
that the ad hoc committee will consist
of two administrators, two faculty
members, and five students, Hagelin
said.
The success of the committee, Hagelin
said, will depend upon how serious the
university administration's commitment
is to the student body.
"The Mandatory Fee Committee was
a farce and so could be this committee,
but it all depends upon their attitude," he said.
Thomas Aceto, vice president for administration, said he thinks the committee is a "good idea."

"If there are some problems that can
be addressed by a committee, I think
that's a positive thing," Aceto said.
The conduct office, he said, operates
in a "very professional way" and its
main purpose is educational in nature,
not punitive.
He added that the committee should
operate in an objective and impartial
manner.
"There shouldn't be people on the
committee who already have a specific
attitude," Aceto said.
Christopher Boothby, 'president of
student government, said the resolution
passed was very vague and he does not
at this time know how or when the committee will be formed.

Prospective students visit campus
by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
Over 400 people recently
visited the University of Maine
to participate in an admissions
open house for prospective
students.
The open house, held at the
Maine Center for the Arts, was
part of an ongoing program set
up by the Admissions Office.
Susan Hall, assistant director
of admissions, said, "It went
really well; more people came
than we expected."
Among the activities scheduled for the high school seniors;
were walking and but tours of'
the campus, tours of the
planetarium, library, computer
center, and the arts center.
"There also were classes that
the students could sit in on.
There were about 30 differant
classes ranging from studio art
to science and technology,"
Hall said.

Walking tours of the campus
were provided by Dingo Tours,
a volunteer student organization.

Moreau said the new regulation requiring all freshmen to
live on campus has not been-an
issue.

Beth Skelton, an admissions
counselor, said, "There were
over 400 people here today. The
majority of the students were
those who had already been accepted, but there were also some
high school juniors."
The open house started at
8:30 a.m, and went to about 3
p.m. Representatives from the
seven colleges including a
representative from University
College, and one from Residential Life, set up tables and handed out information.

He said, "It hasn't been an
issue at all. We normally house
98 percent of the incoming
freshmen anyway. Only those
students who live in the area,or
who are older non-traditional
students are an exception. Many
people asked if it were mandatory." _
William Munsey, director of
Admissions, said,'Between 75
and 80 percent df the visitors
were students who have already
been accepted for the fall. There
was a high number of out-ofstate students present also."

"The students were asking a
lot of questions about where
they would be living, and who
would they have for roommates." said Ray Moreau,
assistant director of Residential
Life.

According to Hall, 60 percent
of the visitors were out-of-state
students.
"All in all it was certainly very
successful. We couldn't have
asked for a better day,
Munsey said.

Students enjoy a beach party after Maine Day yesterday.

-

For more on Maine Day see
Gustafson photo)
Me 4,
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AIDS programs popular on campus
social effects and student concerns about
it.
+Mk program is very different than if
you had a purely medical program. We
go right into the dorms and talk with the
people where they live.
"I'm not sure how much of the program the students integrate into their sex
lives.
"It's real easy to talk about condoms,
blood tests and such, but the actual practice can be a very awkward thing," he
said.
Mcquarrie said many of the students
who attended the discussions were not
really worried about being infected with
the virus, but that the topic had become
a curiosity for them.
For those who seek counseling at the
AIDS Project in Portland, the epidemic
is much more than just a curiosity.
According to counseler Gary Anderson, the project has helped 129 people
deal with their concerns about the
disease since the first of the year.

by Michael Di CiccoStaff Writer
Editor's note: This is the fourth in a
series of four articles on the topic of
AIDS.
Getting college students to talk about
'safe sex' is easy.
Getting them to practice it is another
story.
Michael Mcquarrie, coordinator of
the University of Maine peer educator
program, said the group has presented
nine programs on Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome since November.
'We approach the disease as a
heterosexual concern, not as a gay
plague.
"The progam has been very successful, I really think people are ready
to talk about AIDS now," he said.
Mcquarrie said the program consists
of about 30 percent medical information
and 70 percent discussion of the virus'

"Across the board, all the women who
come in are planning to, or want to
someday have children. They are worried
about infecting the fetus," he said.
Many counseling facilities administer
a blood test upon request of the patient.
The test detects the antibody people's
bodies will produce when they have been
exposed to the virus.
Patty Miles, a counselor at the Bangor
Sexually Transmitted Disease Clinic, said
the test cannot show whether someone
has the disease.
"We require both a pre-test counseling and a post-test counseling, and we
make sure the people know that a
positive test does not mean you have
AIDS," she said.

Fe

Anderson said, "Before a person is
allowed to take the test, they must talk
with a counselor to discuss their chance
for infection."
Anderson said, based on this information, the person is put into a high-risk
or low-risk group.
"Most people in the high-risk group
take the test.
"When someone in the low-risk group
takes the test, we expect the results to be
negative and we tell them that.
"We talk to the people in the high-risk
group about how they would feel if they
tested positive, how they would tell their
sex partners, how they would deal with
it emotionally and socially," he said.
Anderson said confidentiality is very
important to the program.
"No names are used at all. People find
out their test results by calling in and using a code number.
"Even with our anonymity people are
often scared off. They worry that someone they know might see them go into our building and say 'Ah-ah they must
have AIDS:" he said.

by Berke Breathed
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"Many of the men who come in are
concerned about AIDS because they
have a friend who has the disease, and
they "want to know what they can do to
protect thmeselves and others from getting infected.
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by Jennifer Girt
Staff Writer
Low enrollment and a decrease in the
number of credit hours taken by students
spawned the Task Force on Program and
Budget Review.
This group of nine administrators and
faculty compiled a report detailing
changes to balance the 1988 budget for
the University of Maine.
•
According to the first phase and final
report issued by the task force, several
departments within each of the seven
colleges have more instructors than are
necessary to meet the demand of
. students enrolled.
Charles "Chick" Rauch, the chairperson of the task force evaluation, said,
"Evidence from the report suggests that
we can do just as well with fewer professors in some areas."
Rauch said the COMIC'S Or programs
offered must change because the demand for them shifts over time.
"We're not trying to hurt anybody.
What we did was suggest we draw from
places where there isn't a great student
demand for the programs," he said.
Rauch said a good example of the demand increase has been that of the need
for more business and computer courses.
"We will (eventually) be able to add
more sections to those (outside of the
major) we have been turning away for a
long, long time," Rauch said.
The 26-page report lists recommendations from the task force concerning the
status of the individual colleges and their
programs.
Nancy MacKnight, associate vice
president and a member of the task
force, said, "We're trying to look at the
university as a whole and take the money

out of areas where it is not needed and
put it into others through a process of
reallocation."
The report details the savings from
eliminating positions which are currently
in low demand.
MacKnight said that since the unversity is such a viable institution, it grows
over time.
"Nobody ever likes to hear they're going to be smaller," she said, "but we
are trying to reallocate funds to be most
useful to the students."
Michael Gemignani,dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, said, "The
task force is saying there are departments
that are overstaffed and understaffed in
comparison to other universities.
"My feeling is that we can do this
without hurting the students or their
educations."
President Dale Lick said in the last
five years there has been a substantial
declining of enrollment but there hasn't
been a shifting of faculty to meet the
shifting enrollment.
"That can only go on for so long,"
he said.
The purpose of the report was to
gather a comprehensive study of the present programs through the department
chairs, and task force members submit
these recommendations to Lick for approval.
These measures have been approved
and Phase Ills underway.
"Phase 11 is a provision of a list of
degree programs that need to be reviewed to see if they should be combined,
changed, decreased, or discontinued,"
Rauch said.

John Cafferty and
The Beaver Brown Band
Friday, May 1, 1987
at Mike's Place at the Shewring

TWO BIG SHOWS!!!
6 p.m. — General Admission - $10
10 p.m. — Must be 21 or older - $12.00
Tickets available at Mike's Piece,
Sound Source and WZON/Z-62
Limited Seating Available!!
Also appearing: BAD HABIT

It's Only Rock in' Roll
on 62 WZON

CLIP AND SAVE
Saturday, April 25 MAINE BOUND Bike Touring and White Water Canoeing. Advance registration required. Call 1794 for information.

,
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Sunday, April 26 Concert with Oratorio Society, 8 p.m., Hutchins Concert
Hall.

\'"

Monday, April 27 PLOTS, Carroll Terrell, English Department, reading "The
Catbird Seat" by James Thurber, 12:30 p.m., Memorial Room

THE SCOOP, DAY BY DAY

Tuesday, April 28 Women in the Curriculum "Women of Maine: A
Demographic Profile" with Peggy Shomaker, Consumer Economics and
Management, 12:15 p.m., Bangor Lounge

Thursday, April 23 Socialist 8 Marxist Luncheon Series "Criticisms of
Welfare Capitalism" with Professor Nancy Fraser, Northwestern University,
12:15 p.m., N. Bangor Lounge

Wednesday, April 29 SANDWICH CINEMA VIDEO "Days of Heaven" 12noon
Sutton Lounge

Thursday, April 23 PLOTS Roberta Chester, English Department, reading.
"Children are Bored on Sunday" by Jean Stafford, 12:30 p.m., Memorial Room

Wednesday, April 29 TWILIGHT THEATER VIDEO "Days of Heaven"830p.m..
Sutton Lounge

Thursday, April 23 "A Conference on the Biomedical Aspects of AIDS" 12:30
to 5 p.m , Hutchins Concert Hall. No admission fee. Open to the public.

Thursday, April 30 PLOTS Charlotte Herbold, Onward, reading a story by
E.B. White, 12:30 p.m., Memorial Room
ADVANCE NOTICES

Thursday, April 23 Maine Masque "What the Butler Saw" 8 p.m., Hauck
Auditorium. Call 1755 for information.

557 0

Thursday, April 23 Flood Aid Party with D.J., 9 p.m., Bear's Den. Donation
requested.

*Do°

Thursday. April 23 "Women, Welfare, and the Politics.Of Needs Interpretation" with Professors Julie Watkins, Sociology, & Dorene Isenberg,
Economics. 4 p.m., Sutton Lounge.

0'

together — they're adding insult to injury.',
Rauch said that the fees and the
budget review are two "completely different issues."

WZON Presents

The Phase 1 report also recommended each one of the four vice presidents
eliminate one administrative position.

remove
IC only
novel.

000

"I realize why (the faculty) are being
cut," said Margaret Herard, a nontraditional student against the cuts in
faculty positions. "I think more people
are concerned about the fees and cuts

Friday, April 24 TGIF., Compositions by Lise Dumas and Michael Munson,
12:15 p.m.. Sutton Lounge.

SURVEY

SURVEY

SURVEY

-41k
SURVEY—

MAINE BOUND courses: Boardsailing and Women's Rockclimbing, May 2-3.
Preregister, call 1794 for information.
Scholarship Opportunity Maine Vietnam Veterans' Scholarship Fund: two
$1000 scholarships for Vietnam veterans and their descendents. Deadline
is May 1. Call 1820 for further information.
WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY THURSDAY FOR 'The Scoop'PROGRAMS AND
INFORMATION FROM THE CENTER FOR STUDENT SERVICES

SURVEY

SURVEY

SURVEY

Please\4
,ar off here
Do you read THE SCOOP each week?
Do you make plans to attend programs based on this listing?
Have youfound information here that you would not have known otherwise?

Suggestiera for improving the SCOOP:

Please return this surrey by MAY Ito the Director's Office, Memorial Union
(via campus mail or in person)
Thank roil for 'our help.
011-1•11,0111iM

•.awi
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SURVEY
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Maine Day 1987 went as
ment and free admission to the
planned Wednesday at the
Ray Boston Summertime
University of Maine.
Anytime Beach Party.
Students and faculty got a
Lunch was a barbeque in the
reprieve from slasses and a day Steam Plant parking lot.
to spend in the sunshine —
Bananas Theodore Bear, the
either working on a service proUMaine mascot, participated in
ject, or just plain taking the day the lunchtime festivities.
off.
The bear was seen hanging
The day started with a wake- around the Stillwater River durup parade with the UMaine ing the barbeque.
Marching Band, cheerleaders,
In the afternoon, many
Bananas, police and Engine I
UMaine students relaxed on
and Engine II of the UMaine lawns and rooftops, scaled the'
fire department — the fire truck
Confidence Course tower, or
had to leave to respond to the got their feet dirty in a game of
Corbett Hall room fire.
oozeball.
People across campus were
Oozeball — volleyball in the
participating in the day's
'
mud — helped raise money for
various events.
Operation Liftoff, a wish fulfillThose who took part in the
ment foundation for children
service projects — including
with serious illnesses. The teams
everything from cleaning the
were contributing to a trip to
grounds outside dorms and
Disney World for Tasha, a
painting hallways to Alpha Phi
Omega's continued work on its four-year-old.
This year's Maine Day was
concession stand — the reward
was a feeling of accomplish- set up similarly to last year's.
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BUS SCHEDULE
All buses depart at 6:00 p.m. from the
following locations:
-

Parking lot behind Pat's Pizza
Parking lot at York Village Apts.
Parking lot at Stillwater Village Apts.
Parking lot at Park Place
Parking lot at the Church across from
Doug's Shop 'n Save in downtown
Old Town
- Hauck Circle / Memorial Gym

The Daily

RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT FOR NEXT FALL

AT

Senior Formal
Friday, April 24
7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Bangor Civic Center

23. 1987

VERGREEN

GROUP

in
"The Woods"
• FULLY FURNISHED 1 BEDROOM UNITS
• ON SITE LAUNDRY - STORAGE
• QUIET FOREST SETTING,''LOSE TO U of M CAMPUS
UTILITIES
• FROM $395 PER MONT
• CUT YOUR RENT IN HALF - SHARE WITH A FRIEND
• SENIOR LEASES AVAILABLE
••
•

- SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE
• FROM $100 FOR MAY. JUNE, JULY, & AUGUST

RI. Realty Management
942-4815
*references required

Departing formal (when bus is full) at
midnight, 12:30 a.m., and 1 a.m.
(will stop at requested stops)

SEA and OCB present a

Tickets on sale ThursdayFriday at the ticket office,
Memorial Union and at the
door Friday night

And special guest

Young Neil and the Vipers
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WHAT THE
BUTLER SAW

MvRitscc3-

By Joe Orton
The Maine Masque's final production of the 1987-88 season
is a wild intrigue of deception, disguise, disappearance
and discovery ... a play that combines wit and visual
comedy to create one of the funniest English language
farces in modern theatre.
Verbal fireworks and mad physical antics fill the prescription
when Dr. Prentice tries to hide a failed attempt at an
extra-marital "sexual encounter" from his suspicious wife,
a government inspector of asylums, and a forthright-butdim local police official. What results is a no-holds-barred
satire of English society in the sixties.
"Hilarious, outrageous... Joe Orton's most riotously funny
play. . . ."
New York Times
Hauck Auditorium
April 22 thru April 25
8:00 PM
Call 581.1755 for tickets
$6 non-students
$4 students/senior citizens
Reserved Seating

Sean Dennehey
Harlan Pease
CASH BAR
NO COVER

TONIGHT
9 p.m. - 12 a.m.

RAMS

HORN
4

lituturtsig tif Maim.
(Mu of. Or Pmiiirnt
(1Irrtifiratr ul Apprrriation
ALL Maine Women
Mpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Gamma Rho Li:Utz Ststehe
Alpha Omicton Pi
Atpha Phi Omega
Atpha Tau Omega
Alpha. Phi
AateAican Society oi Mechanical
Altnotd A414 SOeiety
Beta Theta Pi
Chi Omega
Cincte K Inteknationat
Detta Delta Detta
Detta Tau Detta
Detta Uphiton
Detta Zeta

Nor

Univehsity 06 Maine
Demoutate
Eta Kappa Nu
Gamma Sigma Sigma
InteltdoAmitolty Boaltd
Inteknationat Students
Club
Inten-Vahsity ChAistian
Fettow4hip
Kappa Sigma
Maine Aghicutturtat and
Fonest Engineeking
Association
Native Ameticans at
Univehhity o i5 Maine
Navigatou
Panhettenic Council

Phi Mu
Phi Kappa Sigma
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Gamma Detta
Pneventive Medicine
Rugby (Women's)
Senio4 Skutt Society
Sigma Atpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sophomoke Eagteh
Sophomisote auts
Tau Seta Sigma/
Kappa Kappa Psi
Tau Epsilon Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi

Thein donation 06 time and eigoht to help bettert the community
and the campus

at

Aphit 73, 1987

Theta Chi Littte
SZeteite
201h Maine Homo.
Society
Wild Stein Club
Univemity 06 Maine
Fltateiutity Boaltd
Univenhity Votunteen
Ambulance Cohish
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Editorial
Keep counseling spots

C0

To t he edit,.

I

t is hard to believe that the
Univiusity of Maine is so
des^te for funding that it is
dropping two positions from the
Counseling Center..
The University of Maine Task
Force on Program Review recommended that by the end of 1988 the
Counseling Center reduce its staff by
two positions.
Why?
•,..
According to Charles Rauch,
director of financial management,
— We're spending too much money on
counseling."
Granted there may be more
reasons than that, but the elimination
of staff and funding for a service that
would normally cost more than a student could afford is just plain
unreasonable.
Dr. Charles Grant, director of the
Counseling Center, said "We're very
concerned about the impact on

students, particularly about the
availability and cost of alternative
services."
The Counseling Center has been a
pars of the of the campus for 17
years. Last year the programs at the
Center helped 3,998 people, 2,667
were in groups and the remaining 679
were helped individually.
That seems like a significant
number of students to Tern extra
help instead of a reducti-an.
Most of the controversy surrounds
a type of funding called education
and general money.
This E and G money is apparently
being used by the Counseling Center
to fund long term care, which it prosides a .number of patients.
E and G money is provided by
state appropriations and tuition.
The Task Forces view on the E and
G money is, "The state shouldn't
have to pay for a year of free counseling."

4'

What will happen now? Will each
person who comes to the Center have
only a certain amount of "free
counseling"? And when this-runs out
will they be told that they are on their
oWn?
Understandably that scenario probably won't happen, but what will
happen to those individuals who need
long term counseling and are unable
to pay for it?
Estimates of outside counselors
run about $150 for one visit. That's
Reading textbooks, writing papers,
pretty hefty for a student.
studying for' tests and finals, answering
The main recommendation by the
classifieds, looking for a new residence,
Task Force is that the Center find- --making wedding plans ...
alternative funding. This recommenAn awful lot to do in two weeks time.
dation was approved by President
Somehow the excitement that graduaLick. Here is a recommendation for
tion should instill has avoided me. Inthem: why not take the money from
stead I am anxious, nervous and not exthe mandatory fees that is going to
actly looking forward to it.
the athletes and instead give it to the
Where to go, what to do, how to do
Counseling Center. But that probably
it, and why.
wouldn't work, football games are
It's like being in a constant fog. Haze
more theraputic, right?
all around. Uncertain.
I'm supposed to want to get a job now.
Half of me wants a job. "See. I've got
a job already" or "We don't have to
(11111kCA 081,1/
1'
worry., we both have jobs lined up," I
could say with a smile after all the
inquiries.
MAUVE
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The other half of me doesn't want to
work. At least not until after my wedding. Now that my fiance has a job, this
side is beginning to take over.
Besides wanting a job so people won't
pity me, I also want the money. I like the
idea of having two paychecks to live off.
What a yuppy thought.
let I want time off. I feel like I haven't
had any time just for Me forever. I've
been in school and working without real
vacations for too long.
There are two completely distinct feelings. Opposite and conflicting. It's
almost like I have two minds.
Sounds a bit like Sybil, only with 14
fewer minds.

•101.

Its kind of weird lobe having this battle within myself. I have sort of made a
compromise — I'm half looking for a
half-time job. That's unless I see
something I think I would really like.
I kind of wish I had a third mind. One
to make a real decision. Get rid of my
wishy-washy, fuzzy thoughts on the issue.
Or, I have an even better idea: the half
of me that wants to work can get up early in the morning, go through life with
rings under her eyes, become so
regimented that change is frightening,
and go to work.
The side that wants to stay home and
_vegetate can camp in front of the ABC
afternoon soap operas and watch her
mind turn to mush — whatever's left of
it after graduation.
Great choice. One half would make
the money that the other half wants to
spend
wait a second, a compromise
seems possible. Maybe this whole work
thing will work out.
At this point I'm not willing to count
on anything. Work just seems like a
horrible thought.
I guess the otle thing that I can be
thankful for is that after graduation I
will be a member of the real world.
Rebecca Smith is in desperate need of
a vacation, but is weighing the costs of
- money versus free time.
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Response
Couseling positions should be kept open
To the editor:

To President Lick:
I was very surprised and saddened to read of your approval
of the proposed cuts in the
Counseling Center staff. I
would have, thought the mere
fact that the appointment
books are always full to
oserflowing would attest to the
need we students have of this
service and-spur the administration of this university to provide
more counseling services.

papers,
,wering
idence,
is time.
traduatie. Innot ex-

It would be wonderful if we
both had problems rooted in a
all could move forward through traumatic past. Both were trythis passage in our lives coning for a brighter future. One
fidently, with no doubts, fears sought help at the Counseling
or problems that we couldn't Center, myself.
handle on our own or with the
heln of understanding friends
Counseliftg has been my
but some can't. friends don't rock. Many times I have felt.
always have the skill or insight overwhelmed but I have gone
necessary to help us identify our on, knowing I could make it unproblems and help us to change. til the next session and things
I would like to briefly tell you seemed less overwhelming as we
about two students who came (my counselor and I) went on.
here in the fall of '86. Like
I am now an Honors student
many students they both felt a looking forward to my next year
little alienated at first, both of college. The other student, a
feared not being able to make bright,gifted young-man,comthe grade academically, and mitted suicide shortly after

Christmas. For him it seemed
this university had no place
where he belonged and nobody
cared. It is for his sake and
others like him that I challenge
your decision.
One of the strengths of this
university is the concern it
shows for the well-being of its
students. Human lives are much
more valuable than dollars saved, and when you get right
down to it, sir, isn't one life too
many to lose?
Charlene Nodine
Veazie

Letters are a matter of trust. No money down
To the editor:

v to

When a writer is sareful to
submit a coherent and correct
• article or letter for puhlication,
it is distressing to see it
misprinted, especially if the error may create confusion in the
reader's mind about the meaning of the statement made.
Then when the writer submits,a
correction and this too is
misprinted, the reader has to
wonder who is at fault: the
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writer or the editor.
But when the writer submits
a correction of the correction",
and that letter is misprinted in
sufh a way that it seems to contra ict itself, the writer is the
o e
o appears foolish..
that is what the writer
s for attempting to inform
th reader of errors which
would make the editor appear
sl pshod.
OK, The writer ts- going-to

half swallow this, and is not going to try to explain to the
reader the details of the compounding errors that have been
made in printing his words.
Ultimately, it is a trivial matter Made too significant by such
excessive attention. Besides, the
writer has no way of knowing
whether this letter will be
printed correctly, or if its meaning will be reversed by the omission of a key word or phrase.

Obviously, the writer is at the
mercy of the editor,
Come to think of it, considering that errors have been
made in printing every item this
writer has submitted to this
paper this spring, how does he
know that anything he reads
here is what it was intended to
be?
Ed Lyon
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Harry Richardson, member
of the Board of Trustees,
University of Maine, has
apologized for his loose lip
comment regarding mandatory
student activity fees at the
Orono Campus. Richardson
observed that students could
give up a few six packs to offset the mandatory costs.
A lot of folks were upset with
the six-pack mentality. Richardson may have been right in his
observation. Unfortunately his
comment shifted focus from
the mandatory fee debate. What
the board approved is this ... a
mandatory $200 dollar a year
student activity fee to support
sports, health services and
_cultural activities. Our question
is not over the amount charged,
it's over the method of collection
— mandatory.
Why not call it what it is, an
increase in tuition, and not only at Orono. There must be a
better way to attract students to
support the non-academic
activities.
Thirty five percent of the student body are older adults.
Some of them are supporting
families while they try 'to improve themselves with a college
education. They may not want
to give up a six pack of milk for
their children.
Perhaps if the university
marketed their student activities
better, they would have increased student financial support
without holding them hostage
to a mandatory fee.

Watts wrote
To the editor:
It should be noted that the
story on WN1EB radio published in the current issue of
Whetstone was written by
Douglas Watts.
Since the current issue is the
last of the semester, there is no
way of correcting this omission
in the publication itself. And if
you don't know what I'm talking about then read the damned thing.
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To the editor:

Fred Nutter
Portland, ME
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Stupidity on a nice day
'To the editor:
Hey, it's a nice sunny day and
since I've got nothing better to
do, I thought I'd write to the
newspaper. It's about the current student government of our
school.
As I understand it, a few
senators have organized a
campus-wide vote on Thursday
the 23rd to . see if we, the
students, want a new election
for the president of student

government. This is stupid!
May I repeat myself? This is
"stupid!
"We just had a fair election.
Why do we need the hassle of
a new election in the fall? So, if
you're as fed up with the idea
of a new election as I am, vote
NO on Thursday. We all have
better things to do than hold
more elections!
Robert Long

Pass the muster, please
To .the editor:
I would like to respond to
your April 21 editorial,
"Mustard Too Thick to Cut,"
by going on the record to correct the abused expression "cut
the mustard." The correct expression is "cut the muster."
According to Webster's to

"pass muster" means to
measure up to a required
standard.
For those unable to cut
mustard? Perhaps they should
meet in the weight room or
Stuart Haskell's office.
Peg 0Connell
Deering Hall

Douglas Watts
Holden, ME
P.S. In light of WMES'i recent
announcement of its format
decision, it should be pointed
out to those criticizing the
"panickers" who feared that
WMEB was going Top-40 that
had there not been a vocal outcry against the "rumors of
Top-40" it probably would have.
happened.
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World/U.S. News

Generals "retire "after rebellions
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina(AP)—
The government shook up its army high
command today with the retirement of
eight generals and six other top officers,
following Easter week revolts at two army camps.
The retirements were apparently forced by the government after President
Raul Alfonsin personally negotiated
with rebellious soldiers and ended the
threat to his 3-year-old democratic
government.
Meanwhile, the Argentine news agency. Diarios y Noticias said this afternoon
that an infantry regiment in Tucuman,
800 miles north of the capital, was "in
a virtual state of rebellion."
The report said the officers had refused to recognize the authority of the new

army chief of staff, Gen. Jose D. Caridi,
who was named Monday to replace Gen.
Hector Rios Erenu.
Government sources, speaking on
condition of anonymity, would say only that "there are some difficulties" at
the regiment.
Rios Enenu and another general, Antonio Fichera, stepped down earlier after
failing to contain the rebellions at an infantry school near Buenos Aires and a
paratroop regiment in Cordoba, 440
miles northwest of the capital.
Both groups of rebellious soldiers had
demanded amnesty for military men accused of human rights violations under
past military governments. They also
wanted Rios Erenu's resignation because

he insisted that officers accused of rights
abuses be-tried in civilian courts.
Today, the government said that two
generals who had longer service records
Caridi-Mario Jaime Sanchez and Julian
Perez Dorrego "automatically retired" in
line with service law in the Argentine
army..
The government, in communiques
issued by its press office and the Defense
Ministry, did not say why the other six
generals left their posts. Two of them.
Gens. Augusto Vidal and Naldo Dasso,
were based at Campo- de Mayo, the
military base 19 miles northwest of
Buenos Aires where one rebellion oc-

MICHELOB
MICHELOB LIGHT

5.99

12/12 oz cans

MICHELOB
MICHELOB LIGHT 3.59
6/12 oz bits

BUSCH
NATURAL LIGHT
12/12 oz cans

COORS
COORS LIGHT

4.89 5.99

'
2/12 oz car-,

COKE& DIET COKE 6/12 oz cans 1.99

PLUS TAX AND DEPOSIT ON ALL BEVERAGES

MAINE CAMPUS
ASSISTANT BUSINESS
MANAGER
•
*
•
•

Soph. or Jr. with two years remaining
Strong accounting ability
Salaried position
Great experience
See Joe Merrill at the Campus
Lord Hall basement 581-1272

L&AV2MARKET
MILL STRE T — ORONO, MAINE

Dr. Records End-of-Year Clearance

INSANE PRICES
April 22nd thru May 2nd
EVERYTHING in stock reduced!
All new LP's and CD's Buy 2, get SI off second

—0 Used LP's - Buy 3 get SI off
--)* Top line cassettes (5.99 & up)
' SI off
Budget cassettes - 3for 511
Blank tape - Buy 10 save 10%
Dr. Records. 20 Main Street
866-7874
Open Than, & Fri 'til 8 p.m.

Riverplex Apartments
Riverplex Apartments, half mile from campus is now
taking
deposits for four apartments available for September. Two
two bedrooms and two three bedrooms. Includes heat and
hot water, stove, refrigerator and disposal, laundry facilities,
nice view of river, S525-600 monthly. One year's lease,
payment is monthly, 866-4052.
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"The Little Guy Tries Harder"
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cured. The others were identified as Juan
Carlos Medrano Caro; Robert Bocalandro; Luis Lategana; and Juan Manuel
Tito.
The communiques also said a major,
a colonel, and four lieutenant colonels
were relieved of duty..
Three officers were saiked after they
were accused of taking part in the
rebellions.
About 250 officers face charges of
rights abuse during the so-called "dirty
war" conducted against suspected leftists
from 1976 to 1983, when dernocracy
returned with the election of Alfonsin.
At least 9,000 people vanished during the
period. •
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jump for_Js237_
Come vis.t us for our Grand Re-opening and see
how we've doubled,in size. Our new floor has
records, tapes & CD's, furniture, lots of housewares,
toys, and children's books.
Also: 25 -50% off all shoes &
socks!
One West Market Square,
Downtown Bangor
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U.S. cautious about arms control
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'WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan said today that there is "a lot of
fine print to be worked out" in a proposed arms control agreement with the
Soviet Union but that Moscow is giving
every indication it wants to move ahead.
Reagan and Secretary of State George
Shultz briefed Republican congressional
leaders at the White House on details of
the proposal, offered in Moscow last
week by. Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev.
Afterwards, presidential spokesperson
Martin Fitzwater said Reagan told the
legislators he was "optimistic but
realistic" about prospects.

However, Wright said, "The Soviets
give every appearance of wanting to
move ahead on INF(intermediate range
missiles) but there is a lot of fine print
to be worked out. We will watch it very
closely."
Reagan, asked earlier about prospects
for an arms agreemept this year, said,
"I'm not going to hazard any
guesses."
Top Senate leaders said, meanwhile,
that there are widespread reservations in
Congress about the Soviet proposal but
that legislators are optimistic a pact can
be reached to reduce nuclear weapons in
Europe.
Dolt spoke with reporters after the
White House briefing. He said "it's too

U.S. sells
computers
to Iran
WASHINGTON(AP) — The Reagan
administration gave final approval to sell
$900,000 worth of equipment containing U.S.-made computers to Iran, despite
objections by Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger, administration and industry
officials said today.
The officials, who spoke only on the
condition of anonymity, said that the
National Security Council, asked to
mediate the dispute, gave the go-ahead
for the sale last week.
Weinberger had objected to the sale,
claiming that the United States should
not be providing any aid to the Iranian
regime. However, Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldridge and Secretary of
State George Shultz approved of the proposed sale, saying the computers involved had no military application.
Some $70 million in U.S.-made computers have been shipped to Iran over the
past two years.
However, the transaction represents
the first major export to that country
since the disclosure in later 1986 that the
administration had secretly approved the
sale of L'S. weapons to Iran as part of
an effort to gain the release of
Americans held hostage in Beirut.
The computers in the proposed sale
are the relatively unsophisticated PDP-I I
made by Digital Equipment Corp. of
Maynard, Mass. Digital itself did not
apply for the license. It was supplied for
by a Swiss company, Brown, Roseni &
Co., which has incorporated the computers in a system it plans to sell to Iran
for monitoring electric power
generation.
A spokesperson for Digital, Jeffrey'
Gibson, confirmed that the application
had been approved by the government
and that the equipment in question can
now be shipped by Brosvn-Boveri to Iran.
A second application involving Digital
equipment that was part of the dispute,
a $30,000 add-on-memory device pro- posed for sale to Iran's news agency, has
not been approved and apparently is still
before the NSC, Gipson .said.
Last month, Baldridge told a Senate
Banking subcommittee he was baffled
by Weinberger's opposition to the sale.
"These computers have technologies
that are eight to 10 years old."
Baldridge said at the time. "I see no
reason to put U.S. manufacturers at a
disadvantage."
He argued that under existing rules
controlling exports, the same computers
could be sold directly to the Soviet
Union without posing a threat to na tional security.

THE

early to tell" if there is broad-based support for Gorbachev's offer.
"I know that some senators have
already contacted me, wanting to set
Shultz, want to go into detail about
precisely what happened," Dole said.
"Everybody, I think, is expressing some
reservation, at the same time expressing
cautious optimism — whatever that
means," Dole added.
Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd,
D-WAra., said, "I would caution the administration against racing into an agreement which is cosmetically attractive
but, at bottom, works against the cohesion and steadfastness of the Atlantic
"

Noting that NATO doctrine has long
relied on the possibility of using nuclear
weapons, Byrd said, "we should not rush
into an agreement which discards central tenets of alliance security."
Meanwhile, House Speaker Jim
Wright, who returned Monday night
from meetings in Moscow with Gorbachev and other high-ranking Soviet
officials, said "we have the impression
.that they are quite near to an accord,"
referring to both nations.
Wright, a Texas Democrat, said "there
seems to be the best opportunity that has
existed, probably since the Russian
revolution (in 1917), to bring about an
arms control agreement."
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lcelandair
Is

Icelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Boston
is only $599round trip!
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.
•Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical
Eurailpasses are available.
•Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per
week short term and even lower for long term rentals.*
•Prepaid Hotelpak coupons,start at only $26.00 per night in 19
European Countries."
•Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and
Frankfurt.
•We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, BaltimoreWashington
and Orlando.

ICELANDAIR
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Few feet, Super Apex Far,,valid 6187 thru 9787 7 day rn.n.rnurn 60 day maxtmun, Payment 14 days prior to depa,ture FdreS
sublect tc
change Penalty for cancellation $3 departure tax and $10 Li S customs en nhgranon fee Londecl avislatoddy odwr resmchons rnery
apply
•Poces bawd on raie df exchange 211 87 ••Reservatoons suteeCt to avadatelay Full refunds voth a 14 dry pnor cancenatton
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Students of the University of Maine
Present

A Conference on the Biomedical
Aspects of

AIDS
Thursday, April 23, 1987
12:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Hutchins Concert Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine

Admission is FREE
TOPICS
*12:30 - 1:30 AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL OVERVIEW OF AIDS
Dr.Fred Wlodarski
Dahl-Chase Pathologists, Bangor
* 1:30 - 2:30 THE INTRACELLULAR MECHANISM OF THE AIDS RETRO
VIRUS
Dr. Scott K.Hammer
New England Deaconess Hospital, Boston
* 2:30 - 3:00 BREAK
* 3:00 - 4:00 CHEMOTHERAPIES FOR PATIENTS WITH AIDS
Dr.Michael C.Bach
Maine Medical Center, Portland
* 4:00 - 5:00 PUBLIC HEALTH MANAGEMENT Of AIDS
Dr.George F.Grady
Massachusetts Dept. of Public Healt
* Of particular interest to a general audience.

SPONSORED BY:
The Student Senate
The Graduate Student Board
The Department of Microbiology
President Lick
Vice President Tarr

-The Cutler Health Glitter
Vice President Aceto
The Department of Sociology and
Social Work
The School of Nursing
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PUB CRAWL
Thursday. April 23
Discount prices at Margarita's, Pat's, Oronoka, & Yianni's. 2 buses will be provided by Senior Council
and will run continuously between 7 p.m. and 1 a.m. Pick up or leave the buses anywhere along the route.

THE FIRST BUS
This bus will follow the route
and schedule below:
First run begins at 7 p.m.
Begin - :00 Cumberland Hall
:05 Memorial Union •
:10 York Hall
20 Delta Tau Delta
:30 Yianni's
:45 Oronoka
End - :55 Pat's/Margarita's

Last run

begins at 12
midnight

At the end of last run (12:55
— a.m.), the bus will drop
people off at requested
stops.

THE SECOND BUS
This bus will run continuously ************************1
between 7 p.m. and 1 a.m., *
Drink Specials
and will follow this route: *
*
*
*
*
(No designated
*
Yianni's - Iced Teas $2.50
*
*
arrival/departure times)
from 7-9 p.m.
*
*
*
*
COLLEGE AVE.
*
*
El
Cheepo's
(Margarita's downstairs)- *
WELLS COMMONS
*
CUMBERLAND HALL : Beer specials and $2.25 margaritas
*
*
from 8-10 pm
OXFORD HALL
*
*
.*
MEMORIAL UNION
*
*
*
Pat's Pizza - 50 off all pizzas
YORK HALL
*
*
*
CHADBOURNE HALL
*
*
DTD
Oronoka - 2 for 1 draft beers
*
*
*
FIJI
*
2 for 1 one-liquor drinks
*
*
PAT'S / MARGARITA'S
*
*
ORONOKA
*
*
Please
plan
to
take
the
bus!
*
*
YIANNI'S
*
*
Mc DONALD'S
*
************************I
...back to College Ave
Every hour will stop at the
light at Old Town

,OCB and SEA present
IRUS

THE

Dave
Bromberg
Quartet
COMES TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

In a FREE concert
at BUMSTOCK on the cabins field.
Saturday April 25 7:00 p.m.
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Sports
Gagnon pursues dream to hold world boxing title
ORONO (P1CS) — Dan Gagnon's
dreamislo be the world's middleweight
boxing champion, and he is so anxious
to make that dream come true that he
is willing to postpone his education at

the University of Maine and a career in
electrical engineering.
The Madawaska native signed a twoyear professional boxing contract in midMarch with trainer Walter McKensiy of

the River City Athletic Club, San Bernardino, California.
Gagnon, 26, will complete his junior
year at UMaine in May..and leave for
California in July.

•
Need help moving after graduation? If you do,
you'll want this coupon. We are offering an
additional 15076 for one way and 10°70 for local moves.

On Your
Next Move

051
• racking Supplies - Pads
• Dollies
• Towbars

Ryder, The Best
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
Truck Money Can Rent!
3 FREEDOM PARK
HERMON, ME 04401-5746
848-2831

For Rates And
Information

RIMER

SAVE
$30.00
One,WA,' Awl Lot

4

.1

Rcnr.,1

Includes $10.00 Off
Of Move Cost
Plus FREE Hand
Truck And Pads
Offer Good al Airs Ryder
I ncafron In

The professional contract was arranged by John Adams, Gagnon's former
manager for his amateur fights.
Gagnon met Adams, a friend of
McKensiy, while serving in the U.S.
Air Force.
In view of his amateur record of 26
victories including 25 knockouts and no
losses. Gagnon appears to have the boxing skills needed to pursue the middleweight crown.
The current champ is Sugar Ray
Leonard.
"I just want a title shot to fulfill a
lifelong dream," Gagnon said.
The boxer will begin his professional
career with four bouts against ring
veterans.
"Seasoned fighters can teach me all
the tricks. If I lose one of the fights, I'll
stay. If I lose two fights, I'll quit," he
said.
The son of Ronald and Laurette
Gagnon of Madawaska, Gagnon began
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(see BOX page 15)
The people specializing in affordable pre-owned transportation are here!

'R' US
CARS
Griffin Rd., Bangor
44

LOOK AT THESE QUALITY CARS WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES
• 1982 Lynx 4-speed
• 1982 Cavalier Automatic
$1295
$1995
• 1981 Plymouth Horizon 4-speed
• 1978 Datsun 200SX 5-speed
$1295
$995
• Tax & title extra •
Come see us today and drive away on affordable transportation'

Graduating Seniors

NDSL!
Inte,

tr.

EL C EEPO'S
Cantina and
Dancing Saloon

Thursday- 55° Drafts
All Nite
$3.25 Pitchers
All Draft Beer
Friday - Green Bottle Beer
$1.00 8-10 p.m. ft
(Heineken & Rolling Rock)

Saturday - $1.25 Well Drinks
8-10 p.m.

There will be exit interview
sessions in 101 Neville Hall
on Wednesday and Thursday
evening, April 22 and 23, at
7:00 p.m. for all graduating
seniors having NDSL loans.
Government regulations
state that all borrowers must
participate in the exit interview before leaving the lending institution.
If there are any questions,
please call 581-1534.

Stillwater Village Apt. now accepting applications for September. One, two, and three bedroom
apt. available starting at $395 per month. Includes
heat and hot water. Reserve now for fall.
Call 866-2658.
1,
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(continued from page 141
fighting at the age of 3 in order to survive in an environment where everyone
seemed to be bigger than him.
"I was a runt. I didn't start growing
until I got a lot older, and reached my
peak at 18," he recalled.
Gagnon is about 6 feet tall and has a
reach that is better than average for a
middleweight.
He weighs 158 pounds and has been
lifting weights to develop endurance.
"Dad said he was the middleweight
champion in the Army," Gagnon said.
"He taught me a few tricks like keeping
my head down and never doing the same
pattern twice."
Gagnon is aware of the risks
associated with the ring and the chance
a head injury may jeopardize his future
engineering career. However, at his age
and with the opportunity to turn professional, he said he doesn't want to wait
any longer to pursue his dream.
If he doesn't get a chance at the middleweight title within two years, Gagnon
said he will resume his education in the
electrical 'neerin field. '
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Seniors: look what GMAC
has all wrapped up for you
GMAC, along with
Beacon, Cadillac and
Oldsmobile, want to put
you in the drivers seat of
a new car at a special
price and interest
rate. The GMAC College
Graduate Finance Plan
will give you a $400 rebate
or no payments for 90
days on a new car if you
have proof of employment, have no derogatory
credit references, meet
our low down payments
and are able to make
payments. And you
thought a new car was
out of the question.

BEACON CADILLAC
OLDSMOBILE JEEP

BANGOR
/NT
ERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

Seniors come see a Beacon, Cadillac
Oldsmobile dealer today to get that
special treatment you deserve.
Dan Gagmen

(PICS photo)

Gagnon is a member of Delta Upsilon
fraternity at UMaine and, on occasion, .
has used his fraternity brothers as sparring partners.
The fraternity also participates in the
annual UMaine Fight Night. Last year
Delta Upsilon captured the trophy with
three members winning their matches.
"I taught two of the brothers how to
box and they both won," he said.
Gagnon also won his bout. In 1985,
Gagnon was awarded the outstanding
boxer trophy as a result of Fight Night.
In preparation for his four bouts in
California, Gagnon has been training in
earnest.
Gagnon is not an ordinary fighter in
terms of skill and audience appeal.
Admittedly a "clown in the ring,"
Gagnon dances, waves his arms in a circle, jokes with his opponent and even
leads the crowd in a cheering session.
Although Gagnon is a southpaw, he
often confuses his opponents by starting
the match with a right-handed style and
then switching suddenly to his natural
style in the middle of the fight.
"I come up with a lot of different
tricks* get a psychological edge," he
said. '
Gagnon sets up his opponents for a
knockout by reacting automatically to
certain situations. "If someone hits you
on the left side, the right side is ready
for a left hook."
During his four-year stint in the Air
Force, Gagnon fought many of his
amateur bouts.
In 1981, he won the welterwight championship in the Golden Gloves tournament in Austin, Texas. He also took the
New England invitational middleweight
divisions in 1985 and 1986 in Boston.

Classifieds
Earn $480 weekly- $60 per hundred
envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed.
Homeworkers needed for company
project stuffing envelopes and
assembling materials. - Send
stamped self addressed envelope to
JBK Mailcompany P.O. box 25-61
Castaic, California 91310.

TYPING Fast, professional, dependable, service by an experienced
word processor in her own
home. Convient location,
reasonable. Call 866-7058
30 SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE-Resort near Lake Michigan. June 7
thru Labor Day. Semtselfaddressed stamped 4"x9" envelope
to : Mary C. Ott, Sunny Brook
Resort, 68300 C.R. 388, South
Haven, MI 49090 (616) 637-4796
EINIVIROWENTAL/POLITICAL
ACTIVISTS: Activism can pay!
Summer and permanent positions
doing grassroots community
outreach and fundraising. Join the
Maine People's Alliance professional staff in organizing people on
consumer and environmental issues.
Training, advancement. Pick up application at Career Placement in
Wingate.
University Typing Service Term
papers, reports, theses,
resumes. call 827-3689, ask for
Julie.

1 or 2 roommates wanted for next
year. A 2 - bedroom apartment in
Stillwater Village. Call 4934 or
866-4952. Ask for Tom (334) or
Joshua (328).
Personal care attendant wanted for
disabled young man living in
Bangor. Mornings, evenings, and/or
weekends. No experience
necessary. Call 942-4937.
20th century music ensemble now
interviewing for the 1987-88 performance season. Particularly interested in: drums, bass, piano,
guitar. Call Don Stratton at
581-1256.
Wade apartments now leasing 2-3
bedroom apartments. For More information call 866-3560 between
4:00-6:00
VISTA volunteer position announcement: Hand to Hand is
looking for 4 people willing to
volunteer a year of their life
thrqugh VISTA. You will be
assisting Maine hunger groups and
fundraising, organizing this year's
Maine Hunger Week Campaign,
and more. Volunteers receive training, a subsistence living allowance,
medical benefits, and preferred job
status. Contact Charlie, (207)
236-9643.
30070 off all Mary Kay cosmeti,
Call Meghan at 866-3567.

Taking a year off? Good with kids?
Be a nanny! Boston area agency
seeks qualified applicants to place
with carefully screened families.
Call Joan at (617)969-2850.

Ernest A. Gallant Agency announces self-employment opportunities to build your own organization in financial management services. State licenses required. Training, motivation and development
provided at no cost while your
business grows. Unlimited territory,
so your business could become
world-wide if you have the vision
and drive to make it. Advancement.
pay raises, vacations, security and
satisfaction are entirely left up to
your own will and determination.
Excellent opportunity for the person who does not want to get stuck
in a traditional corporation career.,
ladder, but is desirous of selfemployment. Keep in mind, this is a
self-employment opportunity which "
would not have to interfere with
your current student or employment
status. For more information, call
Ernest Gallant at (207) 827-3886 or
write a short note of interest to
Ernest A. Gallant Agency, 64 Car
roll St., Old Town', ME 04468.

Classifieds are 50' per line. The'
are published on Tues. & Thur.
and are due Mondays and
Viednesdays before noon.
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"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet,I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So,since I'm helping them do suchan important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

Ht

by Monk.
Staff Writ

. As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000.Then,under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan,the
Guard will help me pay it back—up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000 —or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE,TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS,CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 737-5255: Puerto Rico: 721-4550: Guam:477-9957; Virgin Islands
St. Croix 773-6438; New jersey. 800-452-5794. In ALsska. consult your local
phone directory.
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

r\ MAIL TO: Army
National Guard. P.O. Box 6000,Clifton, NJ 07015
ON4OF
ADDRESS
CITY'STATE'ZIP
AREA CODE PHONE
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
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Army National Guard
Americans At Their Best.
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